Through Aikido Journal, I've had access to, and needed to process, an overwhelming amount of data. I've spent many nights and weekends looking at the data, seeking to understand it, and figuring out how best to use the journal to communicate important insights, problems, and success stories in the world of aikido. Tell the story of aikido in powerful ways. Aikido is beautiful, inspirational, and transformative. We want to create and share stories that reflect that in an authentic and impactful way. The article will end with a short poll asking about your interest level in different topics/courses. Please participate, tell us how we can best support you, and help us prioritize. We've had fantastic support from the community and have made many new friends. Qualitative And Philosophical Enquiry of Aikidô Participants From Different Levels, Conceptualization of Aikidô as Different From Other Sports: Mind And Body Perspectives. Baris Sentuna. Aikidô as a Somato-Spiritual Praxis For Constructive Handling of Social Conflict: A Survey of Aikidô-Practitioners’ Workplace Conflict Styles. Christopher Schalge. Jason. As the volume is read, the reader may find themselves frequently testing the concepts against events in their own professional and personal lives. of the philosophy and practice of Aikido, the Japanese martial art that has been embraced by modern psychology Aikido: Coordination of Mind and Body for Self Defence. 175 Pages·1966·8.82 MB·2,637 Downloads·New! Aikido is in strict accord with the laws of nature and presents a remarkable co-ordination Advanced-Aikido. 228 Pages·2016·7.6 MB·2,459 Downloads·New! is with great pride that we publish Volume 3 of Takemusu Aikido by Morihiro Saito Shihan. The appearance of each Principles and Practice of Aikido. 118 Pages·1966·8.79 MB·2,180 Downloads·New! PREFACEI am very pleased that Mr. Yamada has prepared this guide to aikido.